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For questions please contact Miss Stavroula Chrona at: s.chrona@surrey.ac.uk
General Map of Istanbul – an overview

Conference Venue – Bilgi University Map Location
Neighborhoods near the Summer Academy Venue

The district of Beyoğlu (700m from Bilgi University)
The district of Sisli (2.4 km from Bilgi University)
The district of Kagithane (3.5 km from Bilgi University)
The district of Besiktas (5.4 km from Bilgi University)

Location Information

The neighborhoods (in Turkish ‘mahalle’) appear in the maps as ‘mh’.

Locations close to the Conference and the Summer Academy venue (Bilgi University, Dolapdere Campus) are:

- **North** of the SA Venue: Yenisehir, Hacihmet, Ferikoy, Bozkurt, Ergenekon, Eskişehir, Yayla
- **South** of the SA Venue: Bostan, Kalyoncu, Kamer Hatun, Yahya Kahya, Kamer Hatun, Asmali Mescit, Evliya Celebi
- **West** of the SA Venue: İstiklal, Kaptanpasa, Küçük Piyale, Kulaksız, İnonu, Kadi Mehmet, Sururi Mehmet Efendi
- **East** of the SA Venue: Kocatepe, Şehit Muhtar, Kuloglu, Cihangir, Katip Celebi

If you prefer to stay away from the centre in more quiet places (although difficult to find them in the crowded Istanbul) you can choose a place in the districts of:

- Sisli
- Besiktas
- Kagithane
and use metro/taxi/bus/dolmus (small buses) for your daily transportation.

List of Hotels and Hotel Information

Ceylan Intercontinental*****

Neighborhood: Taksim

Address:
Asker Ocagi Caddesi 1
Taksim
Istanbul, 34435
TURKEY
Front Desk: +90-212-3684444
Fax: +90-212-3684499

Standard rooms
EUR 210 (single occupancy)
EUR 230 (double occupancy)

Short Description
The 5* Intercontinental Istanbul is located just a few steps from Taksim Square, close to restaurants and shops. The hotel features a restaurant and bar, fitness club and an outdoor swimming pool. Rooms are air conditioned, and internet is available at a charge.

Distance from/ to Hotel
Distance to the congress venue: 1.5 km
Distance to Taksim Square: 0.5 km

Map Location
Holiday Inn**** ISTANBUL-SISLI


Neighborhood: Sisli

Address:
Halaskargazi Cad 19
Mayis Mah No: 206
Sisli, Istanbul, Turkey
Front Desk: 90-212-3733800
Fax: 90-212-2335944

Standard rooms:
EUR 155 (single occupancy)
EUR 170 (double occupancy)

Short Description
The Holiday Inn Istanbul is a newly renovated hotel located in the business district of Istanbul. Rooms are spacious and comfortable. The hotel has a gym and spa that features a swimming pool as well as a steam room and Turkish bath, and a restaurant that serves both Mediterranean and international food. The air conditioned rooms have free wireless internet access.

Distance from/ to Hotel
Distance to the congress venue: 2.5 km
Distance to the Taksim Square: 2.5 km

Map Location
Larespark Hotel ****
(Online at: http://www.laresparktaksim.com/)

Neighborhood: Taksim

Address:
Topçu Caddesi, No.23
Taksim/ İstanbul
Turkey
Front Desk: + 90 212 313 51 00
Fax: +90 212 237 34 63

Standard rooms:
EUR 130 (single occupancy)
EUR 145 (double occupancy)

Short Description
The Larespark Hotel, located on a pedestrianised side street in Taksim, offers modern, uniquely designed rooms in the city centre. Hotel amenities include a Turkish bath, sauna and health centre. The hotel also features a restaurant serving Mediterranean cuisine. Rooms are air conditioned and have wireless internet access free of charge.

Distance from/ to Hotel
Distance to the congress venue: 1.2 km
Distance to Taksim Square: 0.5 km

Map Location
Richmond Istanbul Hotel ****
(Online at: http://richmond-istanbul.hotel-rez.com/)

Neighborhood: Beyoğlu

Address:
Istiklal Street, No:227
Beyoğlu/ İstanbul, Turkey
US and Canada: 1-866-332-3590
Europe: 00-800-97-33-42-26

Standard rooms:
EUR 145 (single occupancy)
EUR 165 (double occupancy)

Short Description:
Conveniently situated just a short walk from the famous Taksim Square, the Richmond Istanbul enjoys a privileged location. This 4 star hotel combines a classic and modern style, with each room being contemporarily designed. Amenities include a rooftop restaurant. The hotel has air conditioned rooms with free wireless internet access.

Distance from/ to Hotel
Distance to the congress venue: 1.4 km
Distance to Taksim Square: 0.5 km

Map Location
Hotel Bristol**
(Online at: http://www.otelbristol.net/location.html)

Neighborhood: Beyoğlu

Address:
Meşrutiyet Caddesi
No:101  34430
Beyoğlu / İstanbul
Front Desk : + 90 (212) 251 38 55
Fax : + 90 (212) 252 59 29
Email: bristol@otelbristol.net

Standard rooms:
EUR 80 (single occupancy)
EUR 105 (double occupancy)

Short Description
The 2* Hotel Bristol is located in Taksim - Beyoğlu District, the heart of Istanbul. The hotel enjoys a prime location in terms of restaurants and shopping, just off Istiklal Street in central Istanbul. Offers basic but comfortable rooms as well as a bar. Please note that there are no non-smoking rooms available. All rooms have air conditioning and free wireless internet.

Distance from/ to Hotel
Distance to the congress venue: 1.5 km
Distance to Taksim Square: 1.5 km

Map Location
Hotel Monopol**
(Online at: [http://www.hotelmonopol.net/](http://www.hotelmonopol.net/))

Neighborhood: Beyoğlu

**Address:**
Meşrutiyet Caddesi
No:93 34430 Beyoğlu
İstanbul, Turkey
Front Desk : + 90 (212) 251 73 26
Fax : + 90 (212) 251 73 33
Email: info@hotelmonopol.net

**Standard rooms:**
Standard rooms:
EUR 80 (single occupancy)
EUR 105 (double occupancy)

**Short Description**
The 2* Hotel Monopole is located near Istiklal Street, one of Istanbul's major shopping areas. The hotel offers somewhat worn but spacious, comfortable rooms, as well as a lobby bar. Please note that there are no non-smoking rooms available. All rooms have air conditioning and free wireless internet.

**Distance from/ to Hotel**
Distance to the congress venue: 1.5 km
Distance to Taksim Square: 1.5 km

**Map Location**
Apartments

List of websites with apartment rentals:

- **Tripadvisor**
  Available at: [http://www.tripadvisor.com/](http://www.tripadvisor.com/)

- **Booking.com**

- **Owners Direct**
  Available at: [http://www.ownersdirect.co.uk/](http://www.ownersdirect.co.uk/)

- **Holiday Apartments Istanbul**
  Available at: [www.holidayapartmentsistanbul.com](http://www.holidayapartmentsistanbul.com)

- **Holiday- Velvet**
  Available at: [http://www.holiday-velvet.com/istanbul](http://www.holiday-velvet.com/istanbul)

- **Ataman Suites**
  Available at: [http://www.istanbulatamansuites.com/index.html](http://www.istanbulatamansuites.com/index.html)